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ABSTRACT11

The fast transmission of signals around the globe is fundamental to the flow of information for our society. A long-haul12

transmission certainly represents one of the key advancements that shaped modern ways of communicating and offers a13

nearly instant access to any available data or a latest information. However, fiber-optic transmission typically suffers from14

a variety of physical impairments that degrade the signal quality, thus imposing limits on both, the achievable transmission15

capacity and data reach. Of particular concerns are stochastic fiber impairments, primarily represented by polarization16

mode dispersion (PMD). The PMD originates from a random birefringence caused by imperfect fiber circularity and other,17

both internal and external, effects, basically completely re-defining the light polarization state of output signal compared to18

its initial counterpart. The PMD is particularly critical as it restricts operation of fiber-optic links running at speeds higher19

than 10 Gbps. This, in turn, hinders fiber link re-adaption towards higher transmission bit rates in future, however. In20

this context, both in-line link monitoring and testing of PMD-based effects is of great importance within the recently used21

optical fiber links. However, polarization-based effects are also very sensitive to the environmental changes, substantially22

degrading transmitted optical signals and reducing link quality. In this work, we provide experimental characterization for23

PMD-based propagation effects in optical fibers influenced by wind gusts. The investigation was performed on commer-24

cially used fiber-optic link that runs through optical power ground wire cables. The 111-km-long optical link under study25

comprised installed optical fibers with available 88 channels. Here, we monitored environmental changes caused by wind26

conditions over several consecutive days with a 60 second time frame and sensed PMD impact on the link performance.27

Here, differential group delay (DGD) was chosen to be a key parameter, enabling for sensitive characterization of wind-28

related link changes. Measured maximum DGD’s were 4 and 10 ps for wind speeds up to 5 and 20 m/s, respectively. In29

addition, experimentally measured data were used in numerical model to assess the optical link quality. For a low wind30

condition, we observed negligible quality degradation in the optical link, considering transmission bit rates of 10, 40, and31

100 Gbps. Conversely, in case of strong wind condition, the optical link maintained a reliable operation only for established32

10 Gbps, while significant link degradation was observed for bit rates of 40 and 100 Gbps. Our work shows promising33

way to effectively sense and monitor undesired environmental variations and their impact on polarization-based fiber link34

propagation effects, which in turn, can allow an instant link quality evaluation.35
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1. INTRODUCTION38

Optical communication systems have proven unique for many applications. They demonstrated a great development over39

the last few decades. In recent days, transmission systems relying on optical fibers attack data capacities over 1 Pbps,140

showing a large potential for rising applications as diverse as data centers, access networks, or long-haul transmission41

systems.2–4
42
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Besides the success of fiber-optic transmission networks, optical fibers are greatly exploited for sensing and monitor-43

ing.5, 6 Optical fibers found their place in roads, railways, or power lines, amongst other, to prevent issues associated with44

weight or thermal overload.6, 7 In these applications, sensing of particular physical quantity is harnessed, including pa-45

rameters such as temperature, strain, or even random external variations. The latter can include impact of rain, sun, snow,46

or wind. For fiber-optic sensing and monitoring, mono-mode and multi-mode fibers can be utilized.6, 8 However, optical47

fibers that support propagation of many modes are not preferred for optical links. The light propagating through such a48

fiber experiences deleterious intra- and inter-modal interference, which degrades the quality of transmitted optical signal.49

Nowadays, mono- and multi-mode optical fibers have comparable price, and thus mono-mode optical fibers can be easily50

deployed into the transmission link, even in short distances. Moreover, mono-mode fibers can be used as effective in-line51

link sensors or in-built transmission monitors, yet obviating the modal dispersion problems of multi-mode optical fibers.52

Mono-mode optical fibers suffer from different degradation mechanisms that seriously affect the transmitted optical53

signal. This mainly includes linear effects of chromatic dispersion or fiber losses, Kerr-based nonlinearities, or even54

impairments with stochastic nature.9 The latter is well represented by the polarization mode dispersion (PMD). Typically,55

the PMD effect on optical signals is marginal for transmission systems running at speeds lower than 10 Gbps. The PMD56

originates from a random optical birefringence. This birefringence is caused by imperfect fiber circularity and/or additional57

changes induced by temperature, vibrations, bending or twisting. This random nature changes local birefringence axes, and58

thus re-defining the light polarization state at the fiber output compared to its input state. As a result, the PMD causes an59

undesired time delay in the propagating optical signal. Physically, inside the fiber, optical signal splits into two parts that60

propagate with different group velocities. At the end of propagation path, there is an time delay. Such a time delay leads to61

temporal pulse broadening that limits the bandwidth of the transmission system, and thus the maximum system speed.10, 11
62

Direct measurements of PMD parameters in fiber-optic links is challenging due internal and external factors. On the other63

hand, it is of paramount importance for transmission links with mono-mode fibers to characterize PMD parameters (and64

their statistical behavior), particularly in situations, where environmental-induced changes play a crucial role.12–15 In65

this work, we provided measurements of PMD within optical fibers that are impacted by such environmental changes –66

particularly we studied the effect of wind gusts. More specifically, we reported on how the wind gust (wind variations)67

impairs polarization characteristics of commercially employed optical fibers installed within optical power wire cables.68

PMD measurements are then linked with numerical calculations for high-speed signal transmission using eye diagram69

inspection.70

The manuscript is organized as follows. After an introductory provided in Section 1, basic PMD description is given71

in Section 2. Section 3 details information about our numerical approach as well as numerical evaluation methods that are72

in use. In Section 4, we describe an experimental set-up and testing details, while in Section 5, we present experimental as73

well as numerical results. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.74

2. FUNDAMENTALS OF POLARIZATION MODE DISPERSION75

The internal optical fiber birefringence stems from the non-ideal fiber manufacturing, including effects of core ellipticity,76

bending, twisting, or material impurities and inhomogeneities.16 As a result, these stochastic imperfections cause residual77

local stress between the fiber core and fiber cladding. Higher stress induces larger fiber birefringence, alongside with78

changes in thermal and mechanical properties. The latter ones make fiber birefringence highly sensitive to a range of79

external parameters such as temperature, stress and strain. Consequently, fiber polarization properties are affected too80

through the changes in a propagation between two orthogonally polarized fiber modes. The propagation of orthogonal81

modes within an optical fiber is schematically shown in Figure 1. As a result, induced time changes are characterized by82

differential group delay (DGD) and a principal state of polarization (PSP). In turn, modulated optical signals transmitted83

via optical fiber is affected by the PMD with a strong stochastic nature.84

In practical situations, internal and external factors affect the fiber birefringence, and thus impact the PMD. For a85

most part, internal factors are associated to manufacturing imperfections. The control of manufacturing imperfections86

is governed by the quality of the fabrication process, post-fabrication treatment, or fiber positioning within large optical87

cables.17 In opposition, external factors such as environmental conditions, mechanical stresses, or fiber/cable aging are88

much more important for digital transmission links operated with typical mono-mode fibers.12–15 External factors may89

have a larger effect on PMD characteristics and may greatly impair the performance of fiber-optic link. The impact90

of environmental changes is being critical for transmission links working at bit rates higher than 10 Gbps.11 However,91

the control of external factors is typically difficult to handle. From this reason, there is a strong requirement to exploit92



techniques that enable a reliable fiber link monitoring. In turn, this step is also coupled with an effective evaluation of the93

link quality, especially for high-speed signal transmission.94
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Figure 1. Schematics of the propagation of two orthogonal polarized modes inside an optical fiber.

3. MODELING OF POLARIZATION MODE DISPERSION95

Parameters that fully describe light polarization state and PMD are PSP and DGD, respectively. Regular optical fibers are96

designed to transmit signals over long distances. In this situation, the birefringence distribution is considered as homo-97

geneous,18 while fibers used for sensing and monitoring showed inhomogeneous distribution of the fiber birefringence.19
98

PSP and DGD, coupled with the initial state of polarization (SOP), create a basis to analyze polarization-induced fluctu-99

ations in mono-mode optical fibers.20 We exploit these facts and developed an in-house numerical model to evaluate the100

impact of PMD on transmitted optical signals. The numerical model considers that the optical fiber is fully described as a101

sequence of short segments. These small fiber blocks (compared to the overall fiber length) have different characteristics102

of the birefringence. Thus, for a reliable simulation model, it is crucial to ensure that a sufficient number of individual fiber103

segments with randomly changed birefringence are taken into the account. Details of the model are described in Ref.,21
104

while inputs for the model are purely experimental. The experimental set-up and PMD measurements will be discussed105

further in Section 4.106

The signal quality can be assessed by different techniques. here, the signal quality is characterized numerically using107

eye diagrams. For this, optical non-return-to-zero (NRZ) signal and on-off-keying (OOK) modulation was used. Then, the108

link quality assessment is done using the eye opening penalty (EOP). At this point, only the impact of pure PMD on high-109

speed optical signals is considered. For that analysis, the numerical model neglects various noise characteristics of both110

transmitter and receiver. The signal degradation due to the PMD is represented by EOP. The EOP is defined as follows:22
111

EOP =−10logEO [dB] (1)

and EO as112

EO = s1,min − s0,max (2)

where s1,min and s0,max are the minimum value of ”1” bit and maximum value of ”0” bit, respectively and EO is the eye113

opening. The 2 dB penalty is considered to maintain a reliable signal transmission in the fiber-optic system.23
114



4. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT SET-UP115

PMD measurements were carried out on optical power ground wire cables that are used for a commercial transmission.116

The optical link consists of cables with mono-mode optical fibers.24 The total link length was 111 km. 9 km of the optical117

link is installed in the ground. The rest of the transmission link comprises optical cables that hang in the air. The schematic118

of the fiber-optic link under study is shown in Figure 2(a), while Fig. 2(b) shows the experimental set-up. The measurement119

set-up has a PMD analyzer and a fiber-optic link itself. Experimental tests are based on the conventions arising from Jones120

matrix analysis.25 PMD measurements were performed on 88 wavelengths across the whole C-band (from 1528.97 nm to121

1563 nm). Spectral channels have standard 50 GHz separation26 used in dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM)122

systems. PMD measurements occurred in optical link operated by Energotel, a.s. Žilina in Slovakia during 12 days, from123

15 - 26 February, 2020. The total number of measurements was 15 000 having an data collection rate of 60 seconds.124

Further details for the measurements can be found elsewhere.21
125
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Figure 2. (a) Schematics of the optical link under test. (b) Experimental set-up for PMD measurements.

Experimental work of PMD measurement was performed using afore-described fiber-optic link. The optical link under126

study was located close to hydrometeorological station, enabling us to retrieve imminent environmental conditions (wind127

speed and temperature). The local weather conditions during days of measurements are shown in Figure 3. Weather128

information shown in Figure 3 were modeled via ALADIN simulator provided by Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute.129

Figure 3. Wind situation in the country. A day of strong wind conditions (February 24, 2020) with a wind speed up to 20 m/s. Squared
box highlights the area, where optical cables own by Energotel, a.s. are situated.

5. RESULTS130

Figures 4 shows DGD evolution versus 88 spectral channels and time intervals of testing. Results shown in Figure 4 relate131

to the weather condition depicted in Figure 3. The yellow color in DGD colormap expresses the highest levels of measured132

DGD. By analyzing the measured data,21 we showed that for strong wind conditions (with a wind speed up to 20 m/s), the133

experimental data resemble a conventional Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. Under such weather conditions, the average134



DGD has a peak at 1.3 ps and a maximum of DGD was 10 ps. This shows that there is a strong relation between the135

measured weather conditions (strong wind gusts for a wind speed of 20 m/s) and measured values of DGD.136

Figure 4. Colormap of the measured DGD versus 88 wavelengths across the C-band and selected time test slots (wind speed up to
20 m/s).

In turn, this suggests that there is a high correlation between the actual wind situation and measured values of DGD.137

This correlation is shown in Figure 5, comparing the DGD values and a wind speed evolution both as a function of138

measurement time. We can observed a very good agreement between both evolutions.139
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Figure 5. Measured changes in DGD and wind speed as a function of the measurement time.

The effect of stochastic PMD on high-speed optical signals was further numerically investigated using eye diagrams.140

Figure 6 show eye diagram evolution of OOK modulated NRZ signal for different transmission bit rates. Figure 6(a)141

shows a nominal eye diagram as a reference for a conventional communication rate of 10 Gbps. In this case, eye diagram142

has a maximum eye opening. Figures 6(b) to 6(h) show wind-impaired eye diagrams of optical signals with different143

transmission bit rates of 10, 20, 40, 50, 60, 80 and 100 Gbps. For this, following set of measured polarization parameters144

was used (DGD = 9.493 ps and PSP = [−0.182, 0.497, 0.849]). The chosen parameters correspond to the strong wind145

conditions, with a wind speed of about 20 m/s. As predicted by numerical analysis, eye diagrams stay open for bit rates146

of 10 Gbps and 20 Gbps, respectively. In opposition, for higher bit rates, especially those beyond 40 Gbps, calculated eye147

diagrams start to close. This eye closure may indicate a higher probability of errors for the transmitted optical signals.148

Furthermore, the EOP was also calculated for measured polarization parameters in both time and wavelength. Figure 7149

shows an average EOP in case of a strong wind condition versus a measurement time. Transmission bit rates under150

study remain the same. Under these conditions, we may observe a significant signal degradation, reaching three orders151

of magnitude compared to the reference or weak wind conditions.21 According to our calculations, strong wind, and152

thus higher the impact of PMD, becomes particularly critical for bit rates above 40 Gbps. These results suggest that the153

fiber-optic link quality is reduced, which may affect the overall link operation. In the worst scenarios, this may yield an154

unreliable transmission of optical signals.155
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Figure 6. Eye diagrams impaired by PMD under strong wind conditions (wind speed up to 20 m/s) for different transmission bit rates.
(a) Nominal eye aperture at a conventional communication bit rate of, with a zero PMD. Wind-impaired eye apertures for transmission
bit rates: (b) 10 Gbps; (c) 20 Gbps; (d) 40 Gbps; (e) 50 Gbps; (f) 60 Gbps; (g) 80 Gbps; and (h) 100 Gbps. Optical signal degradation
was calculated using measured parameters: DGD = 9.493 ps and PSP = [−0.182, 0.497, 0.849].
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Figure 7. Estimated eye opening penalty versus measurement time under strong wind conditions (wind speed up to 20 m/s) for transmis-
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6. CONCLUSION156

Our work provided an insight to experimental characterization for PMD-based effects in optical fibers that are influenced157

by wind gusts. Optical fiber under study were installed in commercial fiber-optic link made out of optical power line wire158

cables. The investigation was performed under different weather conditions on 111-km-long fiber link with 88 spectral159

channels located across the C-band wavelengths. DGD parameter enabled sensitive characterization of wind-related link160

changes. Maximum DGD’s of 10 ps were measured under strong wind conditions, corresponding to a wind speed of about161



20 m/s. Measured data were used in the numerical model to assess the optical link quality. We showed that for strong wind162

condition, the link transmission become substantially degraded for transmission bit rates higher than 40 Gbps. Our results163

show good prospects for effective monitoring of environmental variations caused by polarization effects in the fiber-optic164

link. This can potentially allow an instant link monitoring and sub-sequent quality evaluation.165
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